
ATHENS: The pandemic was a wakeup call that
reminded Christophoros Xenos of what he misses most
in London-the Greek sun and pleasant Mediterranean
way of life. The 36-year old risk manager left Greece in
his early 20s for Britain, aiming to complete his studies,
gain professional experience abroad and come back. 

This never happened, as the decade-long Greek cri-
sis that followed killed thousands of jobs. But during the
first coronavirus wave, Xenos took advantage of remote
work to return to Greece for three months-and home-
sickness hit him hard.

“I worked for three months from Athens and the
Greek islands and really enjoyed the weather, the quali-
ty of life, the return to the homeland,” he said.  With
thousands of employees like Xenos capable of working
remotely, Greece sees an opportunity to bring back
some of the minds the country lost during the past
decade. “We want you back,” Alex Patelis, chief eco-
nomic adviser to Prime Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis,
said at a recent Delphi Forum online event. 

“Open offices, set up new companies or move part of
your businesses to Greece. We have the sun, the tech-
nology, and we are by your side,” he said. Some
500,000 people moved abroad during the Greek crisis.
The economy shrank by a quarter and unemployment
skyrocketed to 28 percent. Since then, job figures have
improved, but unemployment remains more than double
the European Union and eurozone average. The exodus
of half a million people cost the Greek economy more
than 15 billion euros ($18 billion), according to a report
by the Hellenic Authority for Quality in Higher
Education (ADIP). Around 90 percent of those who left
were college graduates and 64 percent held a postgrad-

uate degree, according to a survey by consulting firm
ICAP.

‘I want to return’ 
The government offers a hefty tax incentive to those

who move back to Greece from abroad-a 50 percent
exemption on income earned here for the next seven
years. Xenos says taxation is one of the main issues still
keeping people abroad and the new lower taxation poli-
cy will be a big incentive. 

“I want to return. I know that the salary won’t be the
same, but I don’t want to make a huge compromise that
would make no sense professionally,” he said.

However, there are other major issues that need to be
tackled: low salaries, state bureaucracy and internet
bandwidth that is both slow and expensive. According
to a study by the EU’s foundation for the improvement
of living and working conditions, Greece significantly
lags behind the European average in terms of creating
high-quality jobs with good financial gains and
prospects. 

Greece also ranks among the worst-performing
countries in the OECD in the employment of higher
education graduates aged 25-64. Even so, some Greeks
have started to return.

‘Incredible things happening’ 
At the Athens Medical School, a dozen scientists

have repatriated and so far, have not regretted it.
“Incredible things are happening in Greece, the country
lacks neither in brains nor in capabilities,” said Ioanna
Mourkioti, a 29-year-old biology PhD student. “It’s just
that everything is done more slowly due to the Greek

bureaucracy,” she added. Mourkioti worked on a team
that managed to create a rapid COVID-19 antigen test.
They hope that a Greek company will soon move ahead
with mass production, allowing Greece to become more
independent in testing.

All the members of the team have completed part of
their studies or spent part of their professional careers

abroad.  “Our work shows that Greece can lead in
research as well. It might be more difficult for a Greek
researcher, having to do all the logistics by himself and
lacking in infrastructure, but it can be done and it is a
sector that our country can grow,” said Nefeli Lagopati,
a 37-year old postdoctorate researcher in biology and
nanomedicine. — AFP
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‘VIP vaccinations’ scam in Argentina

BUENOS AIRES: Thousands of people demon-
strated in cities across Argentina on Saturday to
protest the “VIP vaccinations” scandal that forced
the health minister to resign. Gines Gonzalez Garcia
quit a week ago at the president’s request after it
emerged that his friends had been able to skip the
line for coronavirus inoculation. Protesters carrying
signs reading “Give me my vaccine” and “Stop wast-
ing our money” gathered outside the government
headquarters in Plaza de Mayo in Buenos Aires.
“They started by vaccinating friends of the govern-
ment. It is not appropriate. They are stealing some-
one else’s life,” protester Irene Marcet said. — AFP

Eight arrested at protest in Denmark

COPENHAGEN: Danish police said they arrested
eight people in an anti-lockdown demonstration in
Copenhagen late Saturday. Organized by a group
calling itself “Men in Black”, the rally of around 1,200
people in the Danish capital was the first since the
government announced last week that it was extend-
ing many anti-coronavirus restrictions. Police said the
rally remained largely peaceful, but eight people were
arrested for allegedly using fireworks and for rowdy
behavior. Initially, around 600 people took part in the
demonstration, but the crowd had swelled to around
1,200 by the end of the evening on the square in front
of Copenhagen’s town hall, police said.  — AFP

Swimmer dies in shark attack

NOUMEA, France: A 57-year-old man has died
after a shark attack off an island in New Caledonia
yesterday, officials said. The amateur yachtsman was
swimming near his moored boat off Maitre islet in the
French Pacific territory when the incident happened,
according to an initial inquiry. “According to witness-
es the man was bitten on the leg by a four-meter-
long shark” and died before the arrival of a rescue
helicopter, a civil official told AFP. The man is
believed to have died from a heart attack after the
incident, according to the newspaper Les Nouvelles-
Caledoniennes. Maitre, a roughly 20 minute trip from
the main island, is popular with tourists and was busy
the weekend of the attack. — AFP

Cuba approves animal rights law 

HAVANA: Cuba has adopted long-called for animal
rights regulations, a groundbreaking victory for
activists in the communist nation. It’s an important
step for a civil society marveling at its demands being
translated into law for the first time, and signals a cul-
tural shift on an island of contradictions between tra-
dition and modernity. Late Friday, the Council of State
approved the legislation, which provides for fines and
potential prison terms for offenders. It comes into
force 90 days after its official publication. — AFP

Social media ‘awash’ with lies

LONDON: Prince William has warned that anti-vac-
cination messages are rife on social media and urged
those eligible to get jabs, following a similar appeal by
his grandmother, Queen Elizabeth II. “Social media is
awash sometimes with lots of rumors and misinforma-
tion,” the Duke of Cambridge said in video footage
released by Kensington Palace on Saturday evening. It
showed him and his wife Catherine, the Duchess of
Cambridge, speaking to two women who are clinically
vulnerable and eligible for first jabs soon. The royal
family is speaking out as health officials have voiced
concerns over lower take-up among ethnic minority
communities. — AFP

ATHENS: In this file photo, Greek scientist Nefeli Lagopati works on samples at a laboratory in Athens. Some
500,000 people moved abroad during the Greek crisis. — AFP

Western Sahara 
returns to European 
Court of Justice
LUXEMBOURG: The European Court of Justice is
next week to discuss EU-Morocco accords allowing
Rabat to export goods from Western Sahara that are
contested by the pro-independence Polisario Front. It is
to hold two sessions on Tuesday and Wednesday but a
ruling will take “several months”, a spokesman for the
Luxembourg-based court told AFP.

For the Polisario, Moroccan exports from the disput-
ed territory amount to “looting of its natural resources”,
notably agricultural goods, phosphates and fish, accord-
ing to the independence movement’s French lawyer
Gilles Devers. On the other side of the argument,
Moroccan Foreign Minister Nasser Bourita, quoted by
the kingdom’s MAP news agency, said Rabat would
repel “this judicial harassment” and defend “the legitima-
cy of its partnership” with Europe.   On the ground, ten-
sions rose sharply in November when Morocco sent
troops into a buffer zone to reopen the only road leading
from Morocco to Mauritania and the rest of West Africa.
The two sides have since exchanged regular fire along a
UN-monitored demarcation line.

A 1991 ceasefire deal was meant to lead to a referen-

dum on self-determination for the Britain-sized former
Spanish colony that is home to about one million people.
Morocco has offered autonomy but maintains the divid-
ed territory is a sovereign part of the kingdom.

The Polisario, which fought a war for independence
from 1975 to 1991, has said it is still willing to join UN
discussions on the territory’s future-but would not lay
down its arms. The talks ground to a halt in March 2019.

‘Economic fight’ 
Devers said the independence movement was also

waging an “economic fight” to defend the territory’s
interests. Access to the European market was being used
“to prolong (Moroccan) colonization”, according to the
longtime activist for the Sahrawi cause.

The trade figures are significant. In 2019, Morocco
exported 434 million euros ($524 million) worth of fish,
tomatoes and melons from Western Sahara to Europe,
the European Commission said last December, without
giving a figure for phosphates.

In 2016, the Polisario won a European Court ruling
that a trade deal between Morocco and the EU did not
apply to the Western Sahara. But the European
Parliament in 2019 extended trade preferences to prod-
ucts from the territory, which is the last on the African
continent whose post-colonial status has not been set-
tled.   Extending preferential tariffs “contributed to the
normalization and relaunch of EU-Morocco relations
and, as such, to maintaining their dialogue and construc-
tive cooperation on the protection of human rights”,
according to the European Commission.—AFP

Second woman 
accuses NY governor
of sexual harassment
NEW YORK: A second ex-employee of powerful New
York state Governor Andrew Cuomo has accused him of
sexual harassment, charges the governor denied on
Saturday. This time the allegations came from 25-year-
old former health adviser Charlotte Bennett, who told
The New York Times that the governor sexually
harassed her in the spring of 2020. 

According to Bennett, the 63-year-old politician said
in June that he was open to dating women in their 20s,
and asked her if she thought age made a difference in
romantic relationships, the Times reported.  While
Cuomo never tried to touch her, “I understood that the
governor wanted to sleep with me, and felt horribly
uncomfortable and scared,” Bennett told the paper. 

She added that she spoke to Cuomo’s chief of staff
and legal counsel, who transferred her to another post in
another building. Bennett was happy with the new job
and decided not to insist on an investigation. Cuomo
became a national star last spring with his straight-talk-
ing yet empathetic coronavirus briefings that contrasted
sharply with then-president Donald Trump’s dismissive
approach to the pandemic. But the harassment allega-
tions come as he faces a growing storm over his handling
of the coronavirus in nursing homes in his state. In a
statement Saturday, Cuomo said he “never made
advances toward Ms Bennett nor did I ever intend to act
in any way that was inappropriate.”  He said he wanted
instead to support Bennett, who had told him that she
was a sexual assault survivor.  The governor, whose third
term expires at the end of 2022, called for “a full and
thorough outside review” of these charges, led by a for-
mer federal judge. —AFP

Venezuelans protest 
femicide after 
3 women killed
ACARIGUA, Venezuela: Hundreds of Venezuelans
protested Saturday following the murders of three
young women last week, in a rally against femicide in
the South American nation. Human rights activists have
warned that the COVID-19 pandemic has worsened
gender-related violence globally, with independent
online initiative Monitor de Femicidios estimating there
were 256 femicides in Venezuela last year, compared to
167 in 2019. Roughly 300 people gathered in the
northern city of Acarigua, many holding balloons with
the phrase “Not one more”, while others rallied in the
capital Caracas.

“We are afraid,” 22-year-old psychology student
Ariadna Gonzalez told AFP, holding up a banner with the
message: “Being alive should not be an achievement.”
Last week two women were murdered in Turen, a town
near Acarigua. Eliannys Martinez, 17, was killed February
21 after leaving her church and 20-year-old Eduarlis
Falcon was murdered en route to her gym a day after.

Both women’s bodies bore signs of sexual violence,
local media reported. On Saturday, Attorney General

Tarek William Saab said authorities had arrested
Nelson Saavedra, with officials believing him to be
“responsible for the heinous outrage and serial homi-
cide” of the two women.

Saavedra had reportedly confessed after being
turned in by his wife and will be charged with femicide
aggravated by sexual violence, which carries a maximum
sentence of 30 years in prison in Venezuela, Saab said.
The deaths follow that of 33-year-old Carmine Sosa,
who was killed last week in northern Portuguesa state in
a suspected domestic violence incident. The attorney
general’s office has recorded more than 610 cases of
femicide since 2017, half of which have been resolved.

Many of the women who rallied in Acarigua on
Saturday said they only wished to feel safe in their
everyday lives.  “We want to have the same right that
men have to go quietly to the gym at 6:00 in the morn-
ing, to walk home alone after a Sunday mass, to return
home quietly when it gets dark,” said Daniela Duran, a
performing arts student who spoke at the protest.

The 23-year-old, who has experienced street harass-
ment, said such occurrences are “part of everyday life.”
“There is no need to wear low-cut clothes, you can go
out covered and with your hair up and the men in the
cars slow down and pull over.” Venezuela suffers from a
high rate of violent crime compared to other countries in
the region. Almost 12,000 violent killings occurred last
year, according to the NGO Observatorio Venezolano de
Violencia, approximately seven times higher than the
world average. — AFP

LA MISION, Venezuela: A girl along with other people carry white and purple balloons while participating in a reli-
gious event in memory of two young women murdered days ago in the town of La Mision in the state of
Portuguesa, Venezuela on Saturday. — AFP

Pope Francis expects 
to spend his final 
days in Rome: Book
BUENOS AIRES: Pope Francis expects to die in Rome,
still the Catholic pontiff, without returning to spend his
final days in his native Argentina, according to a new
book titled “The Health of Popes.” In an interview grant-
ed to Argentine journalist and physician Nelson Castro
at the Vatican in February 2019, the pope said he thinks
about death, but does not fear it. Extracts from the book
were published Saturday in Argentine daily La Nacion.

Asked how he sees his final days, Francis, who is 84,
responded: “I will be pope, either active or emeritus, and
in Rome. I will not return to Argentina.” Francis has had
to cancel some events in recent months due to a painful
problem with sciatica, but is not known to suffer any
other major ailments.

The Vatican has always been reticent about a pope’s
health. According to the new book, “this is the first time
that a pope has discussed his health with the transparen-
cy afforded by Francis.”  The pontiff, formerly the arch-
bishop of Buenos Aires, says he does not miss his native
Argentina, where he was born Jorge Mario Bergoglio,
the son of Italian immigrants.—AFP

NEW YORK: Governor of New York Andrew Cuomo
speaks during a press conference at the New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE) in this file. — AFP


